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Study of Alumni satisfaction
Date:
Level of education:
Specialty/Specialization:

Instruction:
For answers, use the scales from 2 to + 2. Assessment "-2" means absolute dissatisfaction, while evaluating "+2" - absolute satisfaction.
Mark a square for a selected answer (). cancel the answer ,by () and mark with (×) rate, the answer that meets to your opinion.

1. How satisfied are you with the theoretical knowledge?

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

1.1. It is relevant for my work











1.2. In accordance with the specialty / qualifications awarded











1.3. Successful use of theoretical knowledge in professional activity











1.4. It gaved me the opportunity for self-development and motivation











2. How satisfied are you with practical training?

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

2.1. The established practical skills are relevant











2.2. The established practical skills are in line with the real work needs











2.3. It gaved me the opportunity to fully implement practical tasks











3. How satisfied are you with your communication skills?

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

3.1. To establish contacts with colleagues











3.2. Verbal and written communication, establishing working relationships with specialists and nonspecialists











4. How satisfied are you with your professional qualities?

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

4.1. Self-organizing, time management skills











4.2. Ability to take responsibility for the accomplished work and to analyze the execution work











5. How satisfied are you with contributing competencies received during the learning process?

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

5.1. Social, legal, economic and other issues











5.2. Level of information-communication technologies











5.3. Use of internet resources, processing, receiving and transmitting information using modern
computer programs











5.4. Use of Information-Communication Technologies for the communication purposes











6. How satisfied are you with the quality of education?

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

6.1. I am satisfied with the quality of education











6.2. Received education provide with competitiveness in the labor market











6.3. I have a motivation to continue learning











Instruction:
Mark a square for a selected answer (). cancel the answer ,by () and mark with (×) rate, the answer that meets to your opinion.
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1. Did your lecturers develop your professional qualities?
1.2.

Mostly yes



1.3.

Mostly no



2. Did your lecturers develop your intellectual potential?
2.1.

All lecturers



2.2.

Some lecturers



2.3.

Moslty no



3. Are you satisfied with the quality and organizing of the practice?
3.1.

Yes



3.2.

No, the practice did not show me specifics of my specialty



3.3.

Other



4. How often did you missed the classes?
3.1.

More than 50% (indicate the reason)



3.3.

25% -50% (indicate the reason)



3.3.

Less than 25% (indicate the reason)



3.4.

N/A



5. Are you satisfied with
3.1.

Quality and accessibility of the timetable



3.2.

Working with structural units (administration, deacon, etc.)



3.3.

Working with the team curator



3.3.

Students' administrative, academic, informative support and promotion services



3.3.

Working of Library and library book fund



3.3.

Accessibility to information-communication technologies (the ability to use computer equipment, modern computer
programs, etc.)



3.3.

Working of Student’s self-governance



3.3.

The administration is interested in students' problems, initiatives and attitude towards students



3.3.

The involvement of students in University’s life of and in various events



3.3.

The material-technical base



3.3.

The work of leading lecturers of training courses and their attitude towards students



6. If you were a student
2.1.

I would select Batumi Navigation Teaching University



2.2.

I would select another educational institution (specify the reason)



2.3. I would choose another educational institution because I would be able to get chosen specialization (specify the
specialty)



Anonymity of respondents is protected

Express your opinion
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